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SUMMARY
Two types of MUD experiments have been conducted at our laboratory
using air flows produced by hypersonic shock tunnels.

One experimental

program was designed to evaluate the feasibility of using the Lorenz
forces developed in an MID generator for the attitude control of a
hypervelocity vehicle.

During this study the electrical conductivity of

the seeded shock layer flow about a blunt model located in the shock
tunnel test section was investigated along w'ith the effect of pre-heating
the generator electrodes.

In the second experimental program, a

Faraday accelerator is being studied to determine its ability to add
kinetic energy to a high density, unseeded air flow in a high enthalpy
shock tunnel.

Measurements were made of the gross electrical conduc-

tivity of the flow, with and without an applied magnetic field.

The

meaning of the electrical conductivity measurements for each of these
experiments is discussed.

SEEDED AIR FLOW STUDY
In this study (1) electrical power was extracted from an MHD channel
imbedded in the seeded air shock layer flow field about a blunt model and
observations were made both of electrode phenomena and gross electrical
conductivity.

The study was conducted with a sting supported blunt wedge

model in a combustion driven shock tunnel (2) having a 76 cm test section
diameter.

An air core electromagnet which produced a 1. 4 Tesla pulsed
2

field mutually perpendicular to the model wall tnd the direction of flow
was rigidly mounted inside the model.

The shock tunnel was operated

in the non-reflected configuration with a nominal shock Mach number,
Ms = 11,

and an initial driven tube pressure of 10 torr.

MHDconfiguration is shown in Fig. Ia.

The experimental

The free stream test section flow

was unseeded but the hypersonic shock layer generated about the model
was seeded by introducing potassium salt from the model surface, just
downstream of the stagnation line of the blunt model.
provided (3) to prevent the seed material,

A technique was

-otassium bicarbonate, from

being trapped in the boundary layer and to assure its introduction into the
inviscid shock layer.

Spectroscopic meas irements were made and showed

that shock layer seeding had occurred (3).

Separate measurements were

made of the generator performance with room temperature and pre-heated
electrodes.

Thc resulting generator load lines were used to estimate

gross elzctrical conductivity and electric pov'er output. (See Fig. 6)
Further details of the experimental set-up and some of the results
obtained in this study have been reported in References 3 and 4.

The

performance of the MHD generator was interpreted in References 3 and
4 on the assumption that the shock tunnel properties and model shock
layer properties could be calculated assuming equilibrium flow.

The

equilibrium assumption will be re-evaluated here in the light of recent
theoretical and experimental work in thr area of defining non-equilibrium
shock tunnel test section and model shock layer flow properties of air.
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The MHD generator and electrical conductivity results of the previous
experiment are re-evaluated accordingly.
High enthalpy expanding air non-equilibrium properties havP heon
presented in graphical form in References 5 and 6.

These results show

the dependence of the final chemical composition upon the stagnation or
plenum entropy value.

The effective plenum conditibgns for both non-

reflected and reflected shock tunnel operation are shown in Fig. 2.
From the diagram in Fig. 2 it is observed that the effective stagnation
enthalpy (HI/RTo) for this study was 160 at an entropy value (S/R) of 36. 6.
The frozen chemistry for these reservoir stagnat*on conditions are
presented in the air Mollier diagram of Fig. 3.

The Mollier diagram

shows this test point regime and various non-equilibrium boundaries
(6) (22) (23).

These boundaries are discussed in detail in Reference 6.

Below the "% 02 Content" line in Fig. 3, the chemistry is frozen and
this frozen chemistry is defined simply by the plenum entropy value (S/R).
This correlation with entropy, as presented in References 5 and 6 is
based primarily upon non-equilibrium rozzle flow calculations made for
an area ratio (A/A':) expansion of 10 3 , at an
,I

.1

value of 1 cm ---

where

is defined from the physical geometry of the nozzle based upon the

relationship A/A'* = 1.0 +

(

7

)2, (7).

The term

% is the axial

distance along the nozzle measured from the nozzle throat.

In the MHD

study the flow was expanded through an area ratio of 25 and the equivalent
,J

value was 28 cm.

Allowing for this larger

4

Y,/

value, the expansion

still yields enthalpy values below the "% O

Content" line and thlerefore

test section conditions in the non-equilibrium frozen flow
view of these results the equilibriur

ne.

In

assumption in the earlier reports

(1) (3) is no longer valid.
The co ',el;Ation approach of References 5 and 6 used to define the
tcst Secti' - cl-cr-al composition as a function of plenum entropy has
also been ap,•lied in dcfining the electron concentration (hence electrical
conductivity) fo- an expanding air .,low.

The resulting electron concentra-

tion - entropy dependcnce is shown in Fig. 4 based on the results of
References 8 anj 9.

The.-

1C cm result3, of course, more closely

approximate the conditions e'xisting in the MIHD study.
ratio value, S/R = 36. 6, the electron concentratimý,i
be of the order of I x I0-9 moles/gm of mixvure.

At an entropy

value is expected to
Kaegi and Chin (10)

have shown that the experimentally measured electron concentration in
expanded non-equilibrium test section flows i- an order of magnitude or
more greater than the analytically predicted concentration obtuinci from
the correlation of Fig. 4.

Using both the experimental result4, 61

Reference 10 and the analytically derived electron-concentration
correlation (Fig. 4) as guides,

the test section electron concentration

for the MHD experiment is estimated to be of the order of 10-8 moles/grm
of mixture in a non-equilibrium chemically frozen flow.

The higher

experimental electron concentration value is assumed to be due to the
fact that the electron temperature is frozen at a temperature higher than

5

that of the cherrical species in the non-equilibrium frozen flow (10) (11).
Next it is necessary to determine the flow properties in the shock
layer.

The experimental measurements of Reference 10 again offer a

guide in predicting the expected electron concentration in the stagnation
point region of a blunt body under free stream flow conditions approximating those in the MHD study.
point conditions (13)

The predicted equilibrium stagnation

yield a stagnation pressure of 1.2 atmospheres and

a stagnation temperature of 5300 0 K.
number,

Res =/10

results of Reference
experiment.

,

The stagnation point Reynolds

exceeds 2000 and therefore the higher density

10 are more applicable in evaluating the MIID

The electron concentration at the model stagnation point

therefore is defined by the inviscid stream tube analysis (10)
analysis when applied here as in Reference

(12).

This

10 gives an electron concen-

tration value at the stagnation point stream tube within a factor of 3 of
the equilibrium value of 1014 electrons/cc (3).

Thus,

at the model

stagnation point the electron concentration is reasonably close to the
equilibrium value even though the free stream chemical (5) (6) and
thermodynamic (22) properties are frozen at the non-,equilibrium value
and the free stream electron temperature is elevated above that of the
non-equilibrium flow.
The electron concentrations in the portions of the expanding shock
layer flow field downstream of the stagnation point may be estimated
using the approximate non-equilibrium analysis of Reference

14.

The

non-equilibrium expansion from the stagnation point presented in
Reference

14 is for the case where the gas temperature and electron

temperature are the same (thermodynamic equilibrium).
Reference

The results of

10 lead one to postulate that the "two temperature" situation

which existed for the nozzle flow expansion will also occur to some extent
for the shock layer flow expansion.

This would result in the shock layer

electron concentration values downstrean, of the stagnation point being
larger than the non-equilibrium "one temperature" predicted value.
Eschenroeder (15)

has shown that the dowvnstrearm

shock layer electron

concentration values for an equilibrium expanded flow and a non-equilibrium
"one temperature" expanded flow approach the same value.

Therefore,

assuming a "two temperature" non-equilibrium shock layer expansion
from the equilibrium stagnation point conditions,

the electron concentration

rrmay be expected to be approx. an order of magnitude greater in value than
that predicted for an equilibrium shock layer expansion.
air equilibrium electrical conductivity value,
MHD generator is quite low,

The unseeded

O" at the entrance to the

of the order of 10.3 mhos/meter and a one

or two order of magnitude increase is insignificant for producing values
leading to meaningful MHD effects.

Therefore,

in this experiment it is

the introduction of a seed material into the shock layer flow that produces
the required enhancement in electrical conductivity.

The actual

0"

value at the MHD generator therefore depends upon the type of expansion
(equilibrium, non-equilibrium "one temperature",

7

ion-equilibrium "two

temperature",

frozen stagnation, etc. ) that the seeded flow uindergoes

from the model stagnation point to the downstrcam model stati on.

The

experiments of Reference

16 give some indication of the phenonmena to be

expected in seeded flows.

The

W•

values obtained by Zu!,oski.

Reference 16 were 50',1 smaller than the 46

et al in

values predicted using the

two temperature miodel offered by Kerrebrock (11).

Zukoski,

et al (:

)

also show experimentally that the time to achieve a steady state electron
temperature in a constant temperature gas is quite short, of the order of
50

,

second.

In the MHD experiment the flow time of a gas particle from

the model stagnation region to the entrance of the MHD generator was
estimated to be of the order of 50

second (13).

The actual test time

duration :n this study is of the order of 1 millisecond as determined from
the generator induced vcltage-tirre characteristics (Fig.

5).

The induced

potential obtained with the loaded generator is observed to rise rapidly
and be relatively constant for approximately 1 millisecond before dropping
off abruptly.

Assuming that a "one temperature" non-equilibrium expansion

from the stagnation point takes place,
seeded with potassium bicarbonate,

the electrical conductivity of the flwow,

at the entrance to the MIl)

generator

will be 25 ruhos/meter (¢inco the equilibrium and "one temperature" nonequilibrium v Aues are approximately equal).
The MHD generator voltage-current characteri-,tics fr )m this study
are presented in Fig. 6 for the cases where both electrodes were initially
at room temperature and the case where the emitting electrode (made of

8

lanthinum hexaboride,

La B6) was externally heated to 13000 C prior to

the arrival of the test flow.

As reported previously (1) (3) these generator

load-lines yield different values of generator gross electrical conductivity.
The interesting result is that the situation where the electrode was heated
yields a generator gross (or bulk) electrical conductivity value very close
to the value obtained analytically by assuming equilibrium expanding nozzle
flow and an equilibrium or "one temperature" non-equilibrium seeded
shock layer flow about the model.

The measured

(7

value with a heated

electrode is 20 mhos/m.

The Hall parameter, COrfor this study is

resulting in a scalar

value of 40 mhos,'im

("

~

1.0

in excess of the equilibrium

or "one temperature" non-equilibrium prediction and therefore implying
that "two temperature" non-equilibrium effects may be present.

The

increase by a factor of seven in generator gross electrical conductivity,
apparently due to electrode pre-heating may be attributed to either electrode
surface effects (work function), aerodynamic boundary layer effects
(modification of boundary layer profiles clue to the hot wall),
combination of both.

or a

Similar effects will be discussed in the next section

in conjunction w'th the electrode effects observed in an MHD accelerator
experiment in which unseeded air was the test gas.

UNSEEDED AIR STUDY
In a study presently being conducted in our laboratory a Faraday
accelerator has been designeci,
with an electrically driven,

built, and operated (17)

high density,

9

(18)

in conjunction

reflected shock tunnel (19).

The

accelerator is designed to operate at static pressures and tcmperatures
of the order of 30 atmospheres and 70000K respectively.

The expanding

air flow in this study is unseeded air and its average equilibrium scalar
electrical conductivity is estimated to be of the order of 150 mhos/meter
with a Hall parameter value,W*

of the order of 1. 0.

velocity is approximatelý, 4,300 m/sec.

The entrance

The accelerator is 31 cm in

length, has 38 pairs of segmented electrodes - each separately powered,
has a square cross-section (1.27 cm x 1.27 cm at the entrance and
1. 78 cm x 1. 78 cm at the exit) and operates using a 5. 2 Tesla pulsed aircore magnet,

Fig.

lb.

A velocity increase of about 1500 m/sec is

predicted, based on the one dimensional analysis of References

17 and 18.

One of the many factors affecting accelerator performance is the
gross electrical conductivity of the ionized air and, therefore,
electrical currents capable of being drawn during testing.

the

Further,

electrode phenomena such as considered in the preceding section are
again quite important.

This portion of the paper will deal only with these

*gross electrical conductivity and electrode aspects of the study.
The conditions of this experiment were chosen so that the test gas
electrical conductivity would be large enough to allow for the evaluation
of the performance of the accelerator without the necessity of introducing
a seed material.
analytically,

The state of the expanding air "as

determined

again using the non-equilibrium correlation approach

offered in Reference 6.

The flow expands isentropically (S/R

10

37.6)

from a reservoir enthalpy (tH/RT) value of 298 (Fig. 2) to a static
enthalpy value of 194 at the entrance to the MHD accelerator.
basis of the earlier discussion regarding the "percent

On the

oxygen content

limit" shown in Fig. 3, the unseeded air will remain in equilibrium.

We

assume that this is the case and give no further consideration to nonequilibrium effects.
Experimental measurements have been made of the voltage gradients
normal to the channel flow and the total electrode currents drawn at
various stations along the channel--both with and without the applied
magnetic field.

Typical voltage gradient and current aata are shown in

Fig. 7 along with traces showing reservoir pressure and v x B potential.
The measurements obtained without an applied magnetic field were made
by applying external electrical potentials to various pairs of electrodes-each pair taken as a separate circuit.

The applied potential in these

cases approximated the voltage gradient (E-VB) expected across the
channel for the case when the MHD interaction was present.

In this

study the electrodes were always initially at room temperature.

The

electrodes showed no physical evidence of damage due to electrical
arcing, electron stripping, or electron bombardment.
The measurements obtained with the 5. 2 Tesla pulsed magnetic
field present were made in the normal MHD accelerator mode while
applying external electrical potentials,
separate circuit.

again to each electrode pair as a

In these tests it was observed that the electrodes
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showed physical damage.

There is apparently a distinct difference in

the type of current conduction mechanism taking place at the anodes
compared to that taking place at the cathodes.

The cathodes,

Fig. 8,

show evidence only of material being lifted, or "etched" awav, while on
the anode (Fig. 8) there are indications of severe local heating resulting
in the resolidification of molten copper on the electrode surface.*
Results of measurements obtained at electrode station #6,

which is

located 3 cm from the channel entrance, are shown in Fig. 9; similar
data were obtained at two other stations along the channel.

In all cases

two adjacent electrodes, upstream and two downstream of the measurement
station were also electrically powered.

Because the gas cools during

isentropic expansion, but has approximately constant temperature during
acceleration,

the state of the gas for these two test conditions is quite

different at the downstream stations; however, there is nominally no
difference in the states of gas at the upstream stations.

Therefore at

station H6 which is close to the entrance, the gas properties should be
approximately equal; with and without a B field.
The data of Fig. 9 have been used to infer the types of current
limiting mechanisms in the accelerator.

It is observed that the electrode

current increases with increasing electrode voltage in such a manner that
a reduction in the apparent electrical resistance is obtained.

A lower

voltage limit (100 volts) is defined from the data below which current
conduction all but ceases.

A - the voltage is increased the gross electrode
12

current increases as expected but the apparent resistance decreases.
With increasing voltage (over the range of values investigated) the bulk
electrical conductivity may be interpreted as approaching th.? inviscid
equilibrium value.

Therefore, it appears that current conduction is

limited by a mechanism at the electrode surface (such as the electrode
sheath discussed by Zauderer (20) and Myers (24) ), and also by effects
in the cool aerodynamic boundary layer.

The electrode surface effect

provides a constant loss mechanism defined quantitatively by the minimum
voltage limit.

Sherman (21) has also suggested that blowing of the current

filaments by the high velocity test gas may be producing some of the
effects observed here.

The decrease in apparent resistance with increas-

ing current is interpreted hcre to be a result of the Joule heating of the
cool boundary layer.

CONCLUSIONS
Non-equilibrium effects, when accounted for in the shock layer MHD
generator experiment have negligible influence upon the original
interpretation of the results.

This is due primarily to the fact that

seeding the shock layer flow is a first order effect which dominates the
non-equilibrium effects of the unseeded air system at the flow conditions
of this experiment.

Pre-heating the electrodes greatly enhanced the

performance of the MHD generator.

This may be due to r,.duction in the

electrode emitter work function, heating of the aerodynamic boundary layer,
or a combination of both.
13

-

. --

f~
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-

The loss mechanisms which reduce the magnitude of the gross
electrical currents (and therefore the effective Lorentz force in the
plasma) in the MIHD accelerator have been tentatively classified as a
combination of an electrode voltage drop independent of current level and
a current dependent boundary layer loss.

Experimentation is continuing

in order to gain a more detailed insight into the manner in which these
losses can be reduced.
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SYMBOLS

A/A":

area ratio

B

magnetic field

E

electric potential gradient

H

enthalpy
nozzle scale parameter

Ms

shock Mach number

02

molecular oxygen

Pl

shock tube driven section initial pressure

P15 , P)

reservoir pressure

R

gas constant

r

ohmic resistance

Rb

model nose radius

Res

stagnation point Reynolds number

S

entropy

To

temperature @ S. T. P.

T5

reservoir temperature

v

particle velocity

v-0

free stream velocity

It

nozzle axial distance

Z

equilibrium oxygen dissociation

/,US

viscosity
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SYMBOLS (Continued)

free stream density
electrical conductivity
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Two types of MHD experiments have been ccnducted at
our laboratory using air flows produced by hypersonic
shock tunnels. One experimental program was designed
to evaluate the feasibility of using the Lorenz forces developed in an MHD generator for the attitude control of a
hypervelocity vehicle. Durint this study the electrical
conductivity of the seeded shock layer flow about a blunt
model located in the shock tunnel test section was investigated along with the effect of pre-heating the generator
electrodes. In the second experimental program, a
Faraday accelerator is being studied to determine its
ability to add kinetic energy to a high density, unseeded
air flow in a high enthalpy shock tunnel. Measurements
were made of the gross electrical conductivity of the flow,
with and without an applied magnetic field. The meaziing
of the electrical conductivity measurements for each of
these experiments is discussed.
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